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Abstract
Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) has been developed by the IETF as a network-based
mobility management protocol to support the mobility of IP devices. Although several
proposals have been made for localized routing optimization, they don't take into account
handover management and localized routing simultaneously. In fact, the localized routing
state is restored after handover, leading to packets loss and signaling overhead. On the
other hand, Fast Handovers for PMIPv6 (F-PMIPv6) protocol has been designed to
mainly solve the issues of the long handover delay and packets loss during handover. As
a result, this thesis looks at improving the performance of PMIPv6 by using the benefits
of F-PMIPv6 and adding the localized routing session handover to it. The improved
protocol that is developed in this thesis is called Optimized Proxy Mobile IPv6 (OPMIPv6). The proposed protocol improves localized routing handover delay, signaling
cost, and network utilization compared with F-PMIPv6 and PMIPv6.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Internet Protocol (IP) was designed initially to support communication between fixed end
points. Therefore, every device that is willing to connect to the Internet is expected to
have an IP address that identifies it. This IP address can be obtained by self-configuration
or from the router/gateway sitting in its home network by means of Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol (DHCP). This IP address is called Home Address and can be
either IPv4 or IPv6. However, for the purpose of this research, we are focusing on future
network generations therefore IPv6 will be chosen. When this device is willing to move
to another network, referred to as Foreign Network, then the device has to still maintain
connectivity and may obtain a new temporary IP Care-of-Address where information still
need to be exchanged between the Mobile Node (MN) and its Correspondent Nodes
(CN). When MN connects to a new access network, then this process is called MN
handover. This IP mobility management is handled by the introduction multiple Mobile
Management protocols such as Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) and its extensions within the
control of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
1.1

Problem Statement

Communicating devices are becoming more technologically advanced and require
support for IP mobility in order to maintain its connectivity with its peers while they
move across networks and to minimize their service disruption. Since a device obtains its
IPv6 address from its home network, it needs to roam with this address within other
networks. The device can obtain a new temporary address from the visiting network but
the correspondent nodes will still have to be able to reach this device using Home
Address.
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As a result, multiple IETF standards have been proposed. Currently, the protocols are
either host-based mobility management protocol or Network-based Localized Mobility
Management Protocol (NETLMM). NETLMM is more convenient for deployment by
operators for the following reasons [1][30]:
•

Support for unmodified MN so that no software modification is required for any
IP mobility.

•

Efficient use of wireless resources by not requiring for tunnelling and extra
overheads over wireless links.

•

Reduction in handover-related signaling volume and keeping it as minimum as
possible and this has the advantage of saving MN battery usage.

•

Support for IPv4 and IPv6. Although the initial intention of NETLMM is to
support IPv6 however IPv4 should still be supported for legacy purposes.

Since Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) is the most widely accepted NETLMM protocol due
to the fact that it is the only one currently in an RFC state, it is wise to study this protocol
and come up with solution for the issues surrounding the implementation of this protocol
such high handover delay, increased signaling cost as well as the utilization of core
network elements. PMIPv6 suffers from long handover delay as the new access network
needs to register the connection of MN and grant it network access. The main
disadvantage of the long handover delay is that MN will encounter a service disruption
due to packet loss. In an attempt to reduce the impact of this issue, some literature has
been done in that area such as [2-4].
In addition, PMIPv6 data packets suffer extra delay from the un-optimized route. Packets
always have to go through the MN's Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) even if the source
and destination are connected to the same Mobility Access Gateway (MAG) [5]. This
introduces a significant delay on packets especially if the LMA is far away from the
MAGs. This can be referred to as triangular routing in MIPv4 and MIPv6. Also, an
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attempt is made to solve the route optimization issue by setting up Localized Routing
(LR) path as describe in [6-9].
The above literatures have tackled the handover delay and route optimization separately
which makes the current proposed solutions incomplete. In particular, the main drawback
for all the LR solutions is that the LR sessions have to be turned down during MN
handover and reinitiated after the handover is complete. This will result in data packets
(if not lost) during the handover procedure to be going on non-optimal path in addition to
the increased overall signaling due to handover and LR being setup independently. This
research discusses a possible solution for the problem by controlling the integration of
handover delay reduction and LR session continuity. The benefit of such combination
would be able sending all the data packets after the handover over the optimal path,
reduced signalling and reduced utilization of core network elements that are not on the
optimal path such as LMA.
1.2

Research Objectives and Contributions

This research is done to find a potential solution to allow an MN that is roaming in a
PMIPv6 domain to perform an efficient handover while maintaining the route
optimization. The goal behind it is to minimize the disruption to the route optimization
that has been setup before.
As a result, the main objective of this thesis is to propose a new mobility management
protocol and prove that it will fix the issues discussed in the problem statement. More
precisely, we will:
•

Propose a new protocol that will combine reduced handover delay and packet loss
with the establishment of LR session between MN and its CN.

•

Evaluate the proposed protocol mathematically to make sure it performs better in
terms of LR handover delay, signalling, and network utilization.

•

Implement the protocol in a simulation environment.
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•

Compare the simulation results and the mathematical results for various mobility
protocols including the proposed new protocol to prove its superiority.

1.3

Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a literature review of some of the
related work. In Chapter 3, Optimized Proxy Mobile IPv6 (0-PMIPv6), which is the
proposed new protocol, is introduced. Mathematical analysis and results discussion are
presented in Chapter 4. Simulation analysis and results discussion are then presented in
Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude the thesis and discuss possible future work
that may further enhance the proposed protocol.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
In this chapter, the related work for IP mobility is reviewed. First, in Section 2.1, general
background information about IP mobility is presented. Then, in Section 2.2, the Mobile
IPv6 is introduced as a host mobility network management protocol since it is main
reference for a lot related work. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 present Hierarchal Mobile IPv6
(HMIPv6) and Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) that were introduced to fix
some of the issues of MIPv6. Finally, Section 2.5 introduces the NETLMM protocol, i.e.
Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6), in which the protocol operation is discussed in detail along
with the other work done to fix the handover, packet loss, and route optimization issues.
2.1

Background

IP mobility is one of the hot areas of research due to the increased development in the
communication area and the various technologies involved in the delivery of information
from source to destination. Mobile networking refers to the user requirement of roaming
while maintaining the ability of having a network communications preferably without
service degradation or interruption [10]. A mobile communicating device (referred to as
Mobile Node) should have the ability to move from one network to another while
maintaining its regular communication and active sessions with its Correspondent Nodes
(CN). Since a MN obtains its IPv6 Home Address from its home network, it needs to
roam with this address within other networks. The device can obtain a temporary Careof-Address from the foreign network that it is visiting but the CNs will still have to be
able to reach this device to maintain the session connectivity. An example of such
scenario is shown in Figure 2.1. Several researches has been done in this area as
presented in the following sections while taking into account some performance measures
such as handover delay, packet loss, signaling and packet delivery cost.

Figure 2.1: An example of a mobile node moving from one network to another

2.2

Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6)

If a communicating device is expected to change its location while being connected to the
Internet, then it is no longer a fixed node. Such device is called a MN and being able to
roam across networks while maintaining its connectivity requires an IP mobility
capability. This was the main drive for IETF to come up with the protocol of Mobile IPv6
(RFC 3775) [11], [14] which is essentially an enhancement to MIPv4.
MIPv6 protocol mainly kicks in when MN decides to change its point of attachment.
When MN moves from one network to another or from one subnet to another, then it
performs a handover operation which includes multiple processes as discussed below.
When the MN enters a new network, it tries to acquire an IPv6 address using either
stateful or stateless IPv6 configuration [12]. In a stateful address configuration, the IP
address is obtained from a DHCP server while in a stateless configuration, the IP address
is generated by the MN from the prefixes provided by the gateway/router. Generally, to
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obtain a 128-bit IPv6 address, a fairly long procedure is performed to generate the unicast
and global IP address in addition to the Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) algorithm to
make sure that the address is unique for the interface across the network [13]. This
process is time consuming as it requires exchanging neighbour solicitation and
advertisement messages. It should be noted that when an MN enters a network, then it
knows about the existence of the router (and prefixes) through Router Advertisement
messages (RA). However, an MN shall have the option of requesting Router
Advertisement by sending a Router Solicitation message.
As soon as MN determines the IPv6 address in the new network it has joined, this address
becomes the Care-of-Address. As a result, the MN sends a Binding Update message to its
Home Agent which sits on its home network. In addition, the Binding Update may be
sent to all of the (CNs) that are communicating with the MN. A CN is a peer device that
has a communication established with the MN and can be fixed or mobile. The Binding
Update contains the newly acquire Care-of-Address and the Home Address of the MN.
This process is called registration by MN.
When Home Agent receives the Binding Update message, it updates its cache table with
the combination of Care-of-Address and Home Address. There are two modes of
communication between MN and CN. If CN does not support the MIPv6 protocol, then a
"Biderctional" mode is selected. In this mode, CN continues sending its packets to MN
Home Address and therefore, the Home Agent intercepts the packets and forwards them
to the MN Care-of-Address. However, when MN wishes to send CN a data packet, then it
is routed directly to CN. The second mode is "Route Optimization" in which CN
maintains a binding list/cache that has the combination of the MN Care-of-Address and
Home Address (similar to the Home Agent list). Using this combination, the CN is able
to route the packets directly to the MN Care-of-Address avoiding having to go through
Home Agent which in turns eliminates the longer path also referred to as triangular
routing. However, if the CN is communicating for the first time with the MN, then the
packet has to go through the Home Agent first before being routed to the MN Care-ofAddress as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Mobile IP routing

Mobile IPv6 solves the issue of IP mobility but it suffers from critical performance
aspects such as handover latency, packet loss, update latency, and signaling overhead [1].
This is why multiple extensions to this protocol have been developed as discussed below.
2.3

Hierarchal Mobile IPv6 (HMIPv6)

HMIPv6 is a "localized" mobility management protocol and is an extension to the
operation of MIPv6. It was mainly designed to reduce the amount of signaling and
latency between MN and its Home Agent and CN when performing handover across
networks or domains [15]. The main idea behind it, as opposed to MIPv6, is that in
MIPv6, the MN is required to send Binding Update to its Home Agent and CNs every
time a handover is performed. However, in HMIPv6 the handovers are handled locally
within the domain/region depending on the MN location.
In HMIPv6, the Internet is divided into regions and each region is independent of
subnets. Each region is managed by a separate authority like a campus and consists of
Access Routers. In each region, a specific node (can be one of the Access Routers), is
assigned the role of Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) which provides connection to Internet.
In addition, the MAP is the anchor point for any MN within the region. Figure 2.3 shows
a simple topology for HMIPv6 architecture.
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Figure 2.3: A typical HMIPv6 network [16]

When a mobile node enters a new domain/region, it needs to configure two Care-ofAddresses: the Regional Care-of-Address and the On-Link Care-of-Address. MN
receives Router Advertisement sent by the Access Router about the available MAP in the
network and therefore the Regional Care-of-Address gets configured. The On-Link Careof-Address distinguishes the MN in the network and is only recognized by the MAP.
Once the MN has this information, it sends a local Binding Update message to MAP in
which MAP binds the Regional Care-of-Address and the On-Link Care-of-Address
together. Therefore, any packet that is destined to MN and is received by MAP is tunnel
towards the On-Link Care-of-Address of the MN. Once MAP acknowledges receiving
the Binding Update, then MN informs its Home Agent and all the CNs with its Regional
Care-of-Address and its home address. By doing the above, the MN handover is
completed and communication resumes.
When MN moves, a detection mechanism is triggered to detect whether the MAP has
changed. If MN moves inside the domain and the MAP does not change, even though the
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Access Router can be different, then only the On-Link Care-of-Address is changed.
Therefore, such changes are kept local and only the MAP needs to know about it. This
reduces the signaling overhead and latency when performing handover as the Home
Agent and CN don't need to know about the local handovers.
However, when MN moves across domains and the MAP changes then, a new
registration with the new MAP is required in which both addresses need to be
reconfigured. A new Regional Care-of-Address is obtained from the new MAP and a new
connection is established between the MAP and the MN. Such move information will be
delivered to Home Agent and all the CNs involved in the communication with MN. Due
to the configuration of two new addresses, more signaling and processing are required to
achieve this [32].
2.4

Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6)

FMIPv6, as illustrated in RFC 5568, is another extension for MIPv6 emerged to
minimize the handover delay and the service disruption that happens when the MN
changes its point of attachment [17]. The MN is able to send its packets as soon as it
gains IP connectivity on the new subnet which depends on movement detection latency
and new Care-of-Address configuration latency.
The idea behind FMIPv6 is to quickly detect the movement of MN and act upon that.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of FMIPv6 handover.
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Figure 2.4: MN performing handover in FMIPv6 domain

A MN can detect that it is about to move into another network through the mean of Layer
2 (L2) trigger, degrading current signal strength. When this happens, MN may use some
of the L2 algorithms to discover the available neighbouring Access Points (AP). As soon
as MN decides on an AP, and therefore, determines the New Access Router that is about
to obtain the Internet connectivity from, it sends a Router Solicitation for Proxy message
to the Previous Access Router to resolve some AP-ID it discovered. The Previous Access
Router responds to the MN with a Proxy Router Advertisement message which includes
the relevant information about each Access Point that the MN has discovered.
As a result, the MN formulates a New Care-of-Address. We can clearly see that there is a
time saving with the creation of New Care-of-Address before the service is disrupted
with handover. The MN informs the Previous Access Router with this address by sending
a Fast Binding Update (FBU) message to associate the New Care-of-Address with the
Previous Care-of-Address. When Previous Access Router receives this message, it
establishes a bidirectional tunnel with the New Access Router and sends a Fast Binding
Acknowledgment (FBack) to MN. Fast Binding Acknowledgement confirms the
validation of the proposed New Care-of-Address and confirms the success of the tunnel
creation.
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The tunnel is used by Access Router to deliver the packets, which are distant to MN, to
New Access Router. Then New Access Router buffers these packets until MN attaches to
the New Access Router network. MN enables New Access Router to send its packets by
sending New Access Router an Unsolicited Neighbour Advertisement. As a result, MN
gets the buffered packets from New Access Router and no packets are lost due to
handover. This above process is called the predictive mode of FMIPv6 as MN predicted
successfully the handover and performed it prior to attachment saving on the delay and
packet loss.
The other mode of operation is called reactive mode in which MN reacts to the handover
procedure. As discussed earlier, MN sends Fast Binding Update message to Previous
Access Router when it is about to perform a handover. However, the Fast Binding Update
message can be lost and not processed by Previous Access Router or even the MN may
have left the Previous Access Router link before receiving the FBack message. Since, the
MN cannot be certain in that case of the tunnel establishment, then it has to send the Fast
Binding Update message again after sending the Unsolicited Neighbour Advertisement
message when it attaches to the New Access Router link. As a result, the Previous Access
Router and New Access Router can establish the bidirectional tunnel and the New Access
Router will reply to the MN with FBack message which may include an alternate IP
address in case the proposed New Care-of-Address is not valid. After that, the New
Access Router starts forwarding packets from Previous Access Router to the MN New
Care-of-Address. In this scenario, it is less advantageous as the other predictive mode but
less packet loss and handover delay occur than the normal MIPv6 protocol.
2.5

Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6)

Proxy Mobile IPv6 is one of the protocols that have been developed to mainly enhance
the mobility management in mobile IP [18]. This protocol is the focus of our research due
to its overall benefits over the previous protocols as discussed below. The main
difference between PMIPv6 and MIPv6 along with its other extensions is that MIP is a
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"host-based" approach while PMIP is a network-based approach. Being a "networkbased" approach has the following salient features and advantages:
•

Deployment: MN does not require any modification which enables service
providers to offer the services to as many customers as possible.

•

Performance: Since MN is not required to participate in the mobility-related
signaling, the tunneling overhead and the number of exchanged messages are
reduced as the network is doing the mobility management on behalf of the MN.

•

Controllability: from the network service provider point of view, having a
network-based approach is advantageous as it gives them the opportunity to
control the network in terms of traffic and QoS such as differentiated services.

The table below is a comparison summary between the different IP mobility protocols
including PMIPv6 [36 -38].

Table 2.1: Comparison between the common protocols for IP mobility
Protocol Criteria

MIPv6

HMIPv6

FMIPv6

PMIPv6

Mobility Scope

Global

Local

Local/Global

Local

Location management

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Required
infrastructure

Home Agent

Home Agent,
MAP

Home Agent,
enhanced
Access Router

LMA, MAG

MN modification

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Handover latency

Bad

Moderate

Good

Good

Localized Routing

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
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2.5.1

Protocol Basic Operation

In PMIPv6, there are two main entities: Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and Mobile
Access Gateway (MAG). The LMA is usually the topological anchor point for the MN
prefix assignments. It is responsible for maintaining the state of the MN. Usually, it sits
on the device that a Home Agent would typically sits on. On the other hand, the MAG
sits on the network access and is typically the connecting point between the MN and the
network. It is responsible for detecting MN movements and change of attachment and
subsequently registering the MN with the network LMA. It is possible to have multiple
LMAs and MAGs in a PMIP domain. Figure 2.5 below shows a typical topology of a
PMIPv6 domain.

1V1N

Figure 2.5: PMIPv6 domain basic configuration

When the MN requests a network access, then the MAG performs an access authorization
through means that are outside the scope of this work. If the authorization passes, then it
tries to accommodate any address configuration that MN chooses. It is guaranteed that
the LMA provides the MN, through MAG, with multiple unique set of address prefixes
that MN can use to configure the address for its interfaces. When the MN decides to
perform a handover and the LMA becomes aware of the handover of that particular MN
device, then it will assign the same prefixes to the MN interfaces that are similar to the
prefixes prior to the handover. Therefore, the MN can retain the address configuration
and save on the handover delay.
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When MN enters the PMIP domain, it has the option to send a Router Solicitation
message. The MAG detects the attachment and attempts to contact the LMA by sending a
Proxy Binding Update Message (PBU). The LMA process the PBU message and assigns
the MN with home network prefix(es). It sets up a Binding Cache Entry in an internal
cache table with this information and sends a Proxy Binding Acknowledgement (PBA) to
the MAG in which it includes the assigned home prefix(es). In addition, the LMA setsup a bidirectional tunnel with the MAG that can be used for forwarding traffic. As soon
as the MAG receives the PBA, it sends a Router Advertisement message to the MN with
the available prefixes for which the MN uses to configure its IP address. The MN can use
either the stateful or stateless modes for IP configuration, based on the modes that are
permitted on the link as indicated by the Router Advertisement message. Once the
address is configured on the MN, then it becomes ready to send and receive packets.
Any packets distant to the MN are received by LMA. The LMA checks the packets
destination address, compares it with the internal cache, and forwards them using the
bidirectional tunnel to the MAG that the MN is connected to. The MAG receives the
packets, removes the outer header, and forwards the packets to the MN. Similarly, MN
can send packets to MAG which forwards them to the LMA using the tunnel. The LMA,
in turn, removes the outer header and route it to the CN. The above procedure is depicted
in Figure 2.6 for clarification.
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Tunnel
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IP address configuration

Figure 2.6: PMIPv6 message signaling

When the MN leaves the network for the purpose of disconnecting or performing a
handover, the MAG will detect its disconnection and signals the LMA of the
disconnection. The MAG does this by sending a deregistration message. The LMA starts
a timer for the entry corresponding to that MN in the binding cache table. If a PBU
message for that MN is received before the timer times out, a result of a new attachment
during a handover, then the LMA updates the Binding Cache Entry for that MN and the
timer is cancelled. However, if the time out happens, then the LMA removes the Binding
Cache Entry corresponding to that entry from the internal table.
2.5.2

PMIPv6 Localized Routing

Localized Routing (LR), referred to as Route Optimization in mobile IP, is an important
feature in PMIPv6 [33], [34]. It is used to allow traffic data to take a shorter path when
being delivered from source to destination resulting in lower latency especially for real
time data and eliminating the single point of failure. In PMIPv6, data packets have to
always go through the LMA even if the CN and MN sit on the same network (connected
to the same MAG). The PMIP protocol does not fully specify the way to perform route
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optimization but it indicates that there is a flag called EnableMAGLocalRouting that can
be set on a common MAG that has a CN and MN connected to. If there is a constant
traffic going on between MN and CN, then by setting this flag, MAG will just route
packets directly between CN and MN without the need to go through the LMA. However,
there are other cases that need to be considered as specified in PMIP localized routing
problem statement [5]. A brief description of the cases is outlined below where each case
is referred to by the following notation: Ajnumber of MAGs][number of LMAs]:
Al 1: In this case, there is one MAG and one LMA. The MN and the CN are both
connected to the same MAG and it needs to forward the packets between MN and
CN directly without forwarding any one to the LMA.
A12: In this case, there is one MAG and two LMAs that have MN and CN
registered with. The common MAG has to forward packets directly between CN
and MN and both LMAs have to accommodate this localized routing by
considering their policy.
A21: This is a very common case where there are two MAGs that are registered
with the same LMA. In this case, the MAGs forward packets to each other and
respectively forward the packets to their destination without having to go through
the common LMA.
A22: This is the most complicated case in which there are two MAGs and two
LMAs. Each one of the MN and CN is registered with a different MAG and
different LMA. The MN and CN have their data delivered using MAGs only
without involving the LMA in forwarding the data packets. However, they will
need to be involved in the setup of the localized routing path. Maintenance of the
localized routing states and avoiding race conditions is one of the issues facing
such feature.
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In an attempt to establish a localized routing algorithm to handle the above situation in
PMIPv6, multiple PMIPv6 localized routing proposals have been made in which they
vary in efficiency, signaling, and latency.
2.5.2.1 PMIPv6 Localized Routing Proposal 1
The proposal attempts to approach all of the above scenarios individually as described
below [19]:
•

Scenario A l l :
The LMA has to detect that there is a traffic flow between MN1 and CN (or MN2
for ease of reference) that are attached to the same MAG. The detection algorithm
is not specified and is left up to the application. Once potential localized routing
path is detected, the LMA sends a Localized Routing Initiation (LRI) message to
the MAG involved. This is a mobility header message and it has the MN identifier
and the prefix(es) of both MNs. As a result, the MAG sends a Localized Routing
Acknowledgement (LRA) message back to the LMA and starts forwarding the
packets between the MNs. If the MAG is not configured to participate in the
localized routing, then it sends an LRA message with a status code to indicate the
status and every entity reverts back to its normal procedure. The LMA can still
cancel the localized routing by sending an LRI and requesting to cancel. If a
handover happens, the LMA will need to re-establish the localized routing
depending on which of the cases it falls under.

•

Scenario A21:
This scenario is similar to the above scenario in terms of handling. The LMA
detects that there is a flow between the MNs that are attached to different MAGs.
As a result, it sends an LRI message to each of the MAGs with the IP address of
the counterpart MAG in addition to the MN-ID and the prefixes. The MAGs
replies with LRI messages confirming the status of the localized routing. Upon
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success, a tunnel is established between the MAGs and the packets are forwarded
directly between them. Again, if a handover for MN1 happens to a New MAG
(NMAG), then LMA can detect that from the PBU message and has to establish
the localized routing again with the NMAG and inform the other MAG of the
change.
•

Scenario Al2:
In this scenario, there is one MAG and two LMAs. As a result, there is no way for
the LMA to know that there is a traffic going between MN1 and MN2. Therefore,
the localized routing initiation has to come from the MAG. The MAG sends LRI
message to each of the LMA indicating the MN-ID, prefixes, and address of the
counterpart LMA. The LMA has to respond with an LRA message to confirm the
support for localized routing for the MN. Once the MAG receives the LRA from
both LMAs with a status code indicating success, then it can start the localized
routing between the MNs. An example of the messages exchanged is shown in
Figure 2.7. If a handover happens, then the localized routing has to re-establish
again from the beginning in the same way the localized routing is established in
scenario A22.
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Figure 2.7: Example of localized routing establishment in scenario A12 [19]

•

Scenario A22:
This scenario has not been discussed in the draft yet and is left up for future
versions.

2.5.2.2 PMIPv6 Localized Routing Proposal 2
Another proposal to handle the localized routing is presented in [20], [21]. The main
drive for such proposal is the LMA. This protocol introduces the idea of Route
Optimization Controller which sits on all of the LMAs. However, in the case of having
multiple LMAs involved in the scenario, only one LMA takes over so that the states of
the PMIPv6 entities are maintained by a single LMA and race condition is avoided.
In a complicated topology where there are multiple LMAs, an LMA can detect the
possibility of localized routing by inspecting the source and destination addresses of the
data packets traversing through it. As a result, it acts as a route optimization trigger while
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the peer LMA acts as the Route Optimization Controller that setups and maintains the
localized routing. In addition, address resolution of the other LMA is required using
other means of resolution in order to setup the localized routing. In the case where there
is a single LMA, the same LMA can be the Route Optimization trigger and Route
Optimization Controller at the same time. There are two modes for this protocol, proxy
mode in which the messages between the MAGs are relayed through the LMAs while in
the direct mode, the MAGs can communicate directly and exchange messages. The latter
case may require some security setup between the MAGs but is simpler when it comes to
communication. This is why the latter case is chosen for consideration. The main two
scenarios considered are as follows:
•

Single LMA:

In the case where there is one LMA and two MAGs (along with their respective MNs)
attached to it, the LMA acts as a trigger and Route Optimization Controller at the same
time. The LMA detects a possibility of establishing a localized routing from the traffic
flow and triggers itself to start route optimization. It sends an RI Init message to one of
the MAGs informing it of the possibility of having an Route Optimization. This message
contains the information of the other MAG. MAG2 sends an Route Optimization Setup
message to MAGI which in turns sends an Route Optimization Setup Ack message to
MAG2 indicating that Route Optimization can be performed. MAG2 sends an Route
Optimization Init Ack to the LMA indicating the success of the Route Optimization
request. If any failure happens, then Route Optimization Init Ack will indicate that in the
status code. The above messaging is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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MAG1
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Trig jer
Route Optinization Control
Route Optimization Init

Route Optimization Setup

Route Optinization Setup Ack

Route Optimization init Ack

Figure 2.8: Route Optimization setup in the case of a single LMA [20]

If a handover is performed by MN from MAG2 to NMAG, then LMA will receive a PBU
message indicating the attachment of the MN to NMAG. As a result, the LMA will be
aware of the handover and of the fact that MN is a participant of the route optimization.
Therefore, the LMA re-establish the route optimization with the NMAG by sending
MAGI a Route Optimization Init of its information. The messaging between MAGI and
NMAG will take place like before and the new route optimization is completed. The
entries in the previous MAG (MAG2) will be left to expire so MAG2 can take care of
cleaning them up.
•

Multiple LMAs:

In the case of having multiple LMAs, the trigger LMA detects that there is a traffic flow
between the MNs and that there is a possibility of setting up localized routing. As a
result, one of the LMA sends Route Optimization trigger to the peer LMA that has the
Route Optimization Controller functionality (after resolving the address of the LMA by
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other means). As soon as the Route Optimization Controller LMA receives the trigger, it
sends the Route Optimization Init to one of the MAGs and the setting up of the route
optimization continues as described before in the case of a single LMA.
If handover is performed by a MN, then the LMA will detect the handover by receiving
the PBU message. Depending on which LMA detects the handover, it can either trigger
the other LMA or just perform the Route Optimization Controller functionality. The steps
to setup new route optimization are similar to the ones described previously in the
handover when we have a single LMA scenario.
It should be noted that the MAGs need to keep refreshing the LMA of the states of
localized routing before the LMA Route Optimization timer expires by sending Route
Optimization refresh messages. In addition, the MAG can request the localized routing
before the LMA enforces it by sending a Route Optimization Request message. This is a
deployment-dependent procedure.
One problem with the above proposal is the amount of signaling involved in addition to
the loss of packets when handover is performed. The previous MAG will keep receiving
the packet and there is no way of recovering these packets during the handover.
2.5.3

PMIPv6 Handover

PMIPv6 handover is one of the hot issues for research as it results in a significant amount
of latency and packets loss. When MN performs a handover from one MAG to another,
then the interface setup needs to take place by getting assigned a new prefix and
performing optionally the DAD algorithm [39]. This is on top of having MN being
authorized again [35]. As a result, multiple IETF drafts were written to improve the
efficiency of the handover. Some of the relevant and successful proposals are discussed
below.
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2.5.3.1 Fast Handover for Proxy MIPv6
Fast Handover for Proxy MIPv6 (F-PMIPv6), introduced in RFC 5949, performs an
efficient handover by reducing the delay and minimizing packet loss without involving
the MN in signaling to comply with the main goal of PMIPv6 [2], [22]. This protocol is
based on establishing a bidirectional tunnel between the Previous MAG (PMAG) that the
MN is handing over from and the NMAG that the MN is handing over to and performing
context transfer between them as described later [40]. Access Network is composed of
Access Point as defined in [RFC 5568] and these are often referred to as base station in
cellular networks. Each MAG has an AP therefore AP and MAG are often combine as
one entity.
There are two modes of operation for F-PMIPv6: the predictive mode and the reactive
mode. In the predictive mode, the bidirectional tunnel between the NMAG and PMAG is
established prior to performing a handover. While in the reactive mode, it is established
after the MN starts its handover process. In the most severe case when the MN is
detached from both old link and new link, the MAGs have to have the capability of
buffering the packets for future forwarding. For the predictive mode to work efficiently
and to avoid the involvement of MN in the IP mobility signaling, it is required that the
MN reports a lower layer information to the Access Network, which in turns, reports this
information at short timing to the PMAG.
•

Predictive Mode:

Figure 2.9 below shows the message sequencing that happens in the predictive mode. In
this mode, the MN detects that it is about to perform a handover. Therefore, it reports
some low layer information to the Previous Access Network such as the MN-ID and the
new AP identifier to which the MN will move. In some cases, the Previous Access
Network can map the AP identifier to the New Access Network but this is an access
technology specific.
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New Access Network sends a message to the PMAG informing it of the MN intention of
performing a handover along with the MN-ID and the new AP identifier. The PMAG
derives the NMAG information from the N-AP identifier and sends a Handover Initiate
(HI) message to the NMAG with the Proxy flag (P) set and other relevant information
that are related to this protocol. The NMAG sends a Handover Initiate Acknowledgment
(HACK) to the PMAG with the P flag set. As a result, a bidirectional tunnel is established
between the PMAG and the NMAG. Any packet that is destined to the MN and received
by the PMAG can be forwarded over the tunnel to the NMAG and buffered till the MN is
fully attached and handover is completed. When the handover is completed on the
network side, the MN is triggered to perform handover to the new access network. Any
packets that are sent from the MN are sent to the NMAG and forwarded to the PMAG
before it is sent to the LMA. Once the MN completes the PMIPv6 normal handover
procedure (PBU and PBA), the data packets will go through NMAG only and the tunnel
is no longer needed.
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•

Reactive Mode:

In the case of the reactive mode, the tunnel establishment has to come from the NMAG
as the AP information is acquired only when the MN moves to the new link. The
information can be provided to the NMAG either from the MN on the old link or by a
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means of communication between the Previous Access Network and the N e w Access
Network. Once this information is acquired, similar procedure to the predictive m o d e is
followed. Figure 2.10 shows this for clarification purposes.
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2.5.3.2 Transient Binding for Proxy MIPv6
This draft attempts to enhance the handover performance by minimizing packet loss and
packet forwarding delay that can occur during handover [22], [3]. This mainly focuses on
devices with multiple interfaces when a device registers with a new MAG and the LMA
deregisters the previous MAG. The new interface takes some time to setup and all the
packets sent on the old link will be dropped at the LMA since there is no Binding Cache
Entry for that MN with that PMAG. This draft also adds an enhancement on the handover
performance for single interface MN. Figure 2.11 below describes the general approach
for Transient PMIPv6 for an MN performing a handover.
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Figure 2.11: Transient Binding for PMIPv6 |22]

When MN attaches to the NMAG, the NMAG sends a PBU packet with the transient
option in it. In that case, the LMA adds the NMAG as another forwarding path to the
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Binding Cache Entry for that MN and marks it as transient. Alternatively, the LMA can
initiate the transient procedure by telling the NMAG in the PBA message that there is a
transient entry for that MN. The NMAG has to update its BUL list with the transient case.
In the transient state, the LMA accepts uplink packets from both the PMAG and NMAG.
In addition, downlink can still be forwarded to the PMAG to make use of the old link.
This is denoted as "late path switch". In the case where there is a single interface
handover, the PMAG has to get the packets to the MN by sending them to the Previous
Access network then New Access Network then MN. The transient option can be turned
off by setting the Binding Cache Entry to an active state. This can be done by a transient
time out at the LMA, the receiving of an empty PBU when the handover is completed, or
a deregistration message from the PMAG.
2.5.4

Concluding Remarks

As can be seen in this chapter, a lot of research has been done in the area of IP mobility
management where the main goal is to maintain connectivity of MN while it is roaming
around between different access networks. However, each one of the protocols/solutions
has some drawbacks that another protocol aims to fix and a lot of analytical research has
been done such as [21, 22, 23-25]. For example, MIPv6 provided the base model for
maintain IP connectivity but it suffers from long handover delays, increased signaling,
and packet loss. HMIPv6 and FMIPv6 were introduced to reduce handover delay level;
however all of these protocols require software modification on MN which makes it hard
for operators to deploy them on top of MN involvement of the handover operation.
PMIPv6 was introduced to minimize the above issues and mainly isolate the MN from
participating in the handover signaling. Despite that, handover delay, packet loss, and the
non-optimal paths for data packets were areas that needed improvement. This prompted
the development of F-PMIPv6 and Transient Binding for PMIPv6 in order to reduce
handover delay and packet loss. Localized routing proposals were introduced to fix the
issue of having non-optimal path for data packets. However, when the handover delay
and packet loss are combined with localized routing, then it becomes a new issue by itself
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that has not been solved or optimized yet. Precisely, the issue is more critical when
performing a handover while LR session is in place as there is no integration. This will
cause handover and LR to re-establish independently and add consequently extra cost
such as LR handover establishment delay, increased signaling and core network element
excess utilization. The next chapter will look at the proposed solution to fix them.
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Chapter 3

0-PMIPv6: Optimized Proxy Mobile IPv6
In this chapter, the proposed 0-PMIPv6 protocol is described. Section 3.1 introduces a
general overview of how 0-PMIPv6 works and what it intends to achieve. Section 3.2
presents a detailed description of the 0-PMIPv6 design and operation.
3.1

Overview of the 0-PMIPv6

As mentioned before, the main idea of 0-PMIPv6 is to have the LR session restored
between MN and its CN while MN is performing handover from one MAG to another in
the same PMIPv6 domain. This is based on the assumption that LR was established
between MN and CN prior to MN handover. 0-PMIPv6 is based on the implementation
of F-PMIPv6 in order to utilize the advantages of F-PMIPv6 over PMIPv6 such as
reduced handover delay and minimized packet loss. The idea behind this solution is to
make the F-PMIPv6 signaling participate in the route optimization establishment the
moment that the MN handover is triggered by the network. Using this solution, the MN
will be able to handover while maintaining its LR. In other words, there is no need to reestablish a new LR session after the handover is complete.
The basic idea is to transmit the LRI/LRA information using the HI/HACK messages that
F-PMIPv6 uses to perform the MN handover. By doing that, we keep the same benefits
that F-PMIPv6 introduces to the basic PMIPv6 while giving the NMAG that MN is
handing over to the capability of restoring MN's LR session at the same time.
When the LR session is restored, then all of the MN data packets are sent directly from
NMAG to CMAG where the CN is attached to. As discussed before, in the case of
PMIPv6, data packets are buffered at the NMAG (or lost if buffering is limited or
disabled), then sent to LMA and finally forwarded to CMAG until LR is established. In
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the case of F-PMIPv6, the data packets are sent from NMAG to PMAG then to LMA and
forwarded to CMAG as soon as MN is attached to NMAG. This is done until LR is
established. However, in the case of 0-PMIPv6, data packets are sent directly from
NMAG to CMAG as soon as the MN is attached to the NMAG. This will result in the
reduction in the number of packets going on the non-optimal path and, consequently, will
result in a less packet delivery delay on top of reduced utilization of core network
elements such as LMA. It should be noted that combining the handover of MN and LR
session using 0-PMIPv6 will have less signaling cost reduced total handover delay of
both MN and LR session as proved in the following chapters.
3.2

Design of 0-PMIPv6

In section, we are going to discuss the implementation details of 0-PMIPv6. The section
starts with stating the details of the protocol operation in both the predictive and reactive
modes. Then, the format of the signaling messages used in this protocol will be shown
along with the description of each field. The signaling messages discussed in this section
are the 0-PMIPv6 version of HI and HACK messages in addition to the LR Request
mobility option.
3.2.1

Protocol Operation

Prior to the operation of 0-PMIPv6, we assume that MN has an already established LR
with its CN.. When PMAG detects that the handover of MN is imminent due to degrading
signal strength, it sends HI packet to the NMAG that MN is about to handover to. This
can happen in reactive or predictive mode as explained by F-PMIPv6 which is outside the
scope of this thesis.
In case of the predictive mode, PMAG includes in the HI message the information
required to give the NMAG the capability to establish LR for MN, in a similar fashion to
LRI packet. Basically, NMAG will be able to know MN information (such as prefix
and/or ID), CN information (prefix and/or ID), and the address of the remote CMAG.
When NMAG receives this information, then it will setup forwarding mechanism so that
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all the data packets arriving from MN upon its new attachment and destined to the same
CN are forwarded to CMAG. NMAG will reply to the PMAG with HACK message as
described by the F-PMIPv6 and indicating success of the operation.
In case of the reactive mode, NMAG sends HI message to PMAG with a request mobility
option for LR information for the attached MN. PMAG receives the HI message and
replies back with HACK message that includes the requested LR information (such as
prefix and/or ID), CN information (prefix and/or ID) and the address of the remote
CMAG. When NMAG receives this information, then it will setup forwarding
mechanism so that all the data packets arriving from MN and destined to the same CN are
forwarded to CMAG.
If CMAG happens to be different than PMAG, then NMAG will send an LRI message to
CMAG to enable it to update its LR table. The effect of the different topologies and how
NMAG knows which packets to send along with the proposed control packet headers are
explained in the sections below. It should be noted that this is based on the assumption
that there is already a security association between the MAGs in communication, and
how to maintain a highly secured network is outside the scope of this research.
The only two messages that are modified from F-PMIPv6 protocol are Handover Initiate
(HI) and Handover Acknowledgment (HACK).
3.2.2

Handover Initiate (HI) Message Format

0-PMIPv6 uses the HI message to prepare the NMAG for the MN that will be attaching
to it in the case of predictive mode by providing the MN ID, MN prefix and its LR
session information. In the case of the reactive mode, the HI message is used to request
more information from PMAG such as MN prefix and LR information. Figure 3.1 shows
the modified the version of the original HI message. The fields that are newly introduced
or have their possible values modified are indicated with the bold color and explained
below.
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Figure 3.1: Handover Initiate message format

Below is the description of the message fields:
•

'S' flag: Assigned Address Configuration [RFC5949]. Unused in 0-PMIPv6.

•

V flag: Buffer flag [RFC5949]. Unused in 0-PMIPv6.

•

'P'flag: Proxy flag [RFC5949]. Unused in 0-PMIPv6.

•

T' flag: Forwarding flag [RFC5949]. Unused in 0-PMIPv6.

•

'O' flag: 0-PMIPv6 flag (newfield).Used to distinguish the HI message from
F-PMIPv6 defined in [RFC5949]. It should be set to 1 to indicate that this
packet is 0-PMIPv6 and carries LR information. Otherwise, it becomes an FPMIPv6 message

"

'R' flag: LRIflag(newfield).It is set to 1 to indicate it contains relevant LRI
information. Otherwise, no LRI information is appended in this message.

•

Reserved: Set to 0 as defined in [RFC5949]. Unused in 0-PMIPv6.

•

Code: Status code [RFC5949]. Unused in 0-PMIPv6.
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•

Lifetime: LR supported lifetime (new field). The requested time in seconds for
which the sender wishes to have local forwarding. It is usually set to the
remaining lifetime for the LR session from the sending MAG perspective. A
value of Oxffff (all ones) indicates an infinite lifetime.

•

Sequence #: Packet sequence number [RFC5949]. It includes the sequence
number of this message so replies to this message can be matched.

•

Mobility Options: This field contains one or more mobility options, whose
encoding and formats are defined in [RFC3775]. A new combination of
options are added in 0-PMIPv6 as discussed below:
> The following options can be added in case of the predictive mode:
o

Mobile Node Identifier (MN1-ID) whose format is defined in
[RFC3775]. This is already required by F-PMIPv6 [RFC5949] to
identify the target node and should be used by 0-PMIPv6.

o

Mobile Node Home Prefix (MN1-HNP) whose format is defined in
[RFC3775].

o

Mobile Node Identifier (MN2-ID) whose format is defined in
[RFC3775]. This identifies the other mobile node involved in the LR,
i.e MN2 or CN.

o

Mobile Node Home Prefix (MN2-HNP) whose format is defined in
[RFC3775]. This is the prefix for MN2 or CN.

o

Remote MAG IPv6 (Remote Previous Care-of-Address) as defined by
the [19]. This is to identify the CMAG that MN2/CN is attached to.
This is optional as it is implementation specific but it is recommended.

> The following options can be added in case of the reactive mode:
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o

Mobile Node Identifier (MN1-ID) whose format is defined in
[RFC3775]. This is already required by F-PMIPv6 [RFC5949] to
identify the target node and should be used by 0-PMIPv6.

o

Context Request option for Mobile Node Home Prefix (MN1-HNP)
whose format is defined in [RFC 5213].

o

Localized Routing Request option as defined section 3.2.4.

It should be noted that adding the Remote MAG IPv6 option can be redundant if the
receiving MAG is smart enough to determine where the CN is attached to. For example,
if this option does not exist, then it means that CN is either attached to the receiving
MAG or to the sending MAG. The receiving MAG can determine through its internal
tables which one of the cases applies. Accordingly, it can set the Remote MAG IPv6 to
be either itself (if CN is attached to it) or to the source IP Address of the HI message (if
CN is attached to the sending MAG). This is up to the operator to determine the exact
operation and expectation if its network MAGs.
The advantage of this message format is that if the receiving MAG happens to be
incompatible with 0-PMIPv6 format, then this control packet can still be used as
[RFC5568] and the operation of the receiving MAG as [RFC5568] dictates.
3.2.3

Handover Acknowledgement (HACK) Message Format

0-PMIPv6 uses the HACK message to acknowledge the receipt of the HI message by the
NMAG and provide status information in case of the predictive mode. In the case of the
reactive mode, it is used by the PMAG to provide the requested information to the
NMAG. Figure 3.2 shows the modified version of the original HACK message. The
fields that are newly introduced or have their possible values modified are indicated with
the bold color and explained below.
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Figure 3.2: Handover Acknowledgment message format

Below is the description of the message fields:
•

'U' flag: Same as defined in the HI message description above.

•

'P' flag: Same as defined in the HI message description above.

•

'F' flag: Same as defined in the HI message description above.

•

'O' flag: 0-PMIPv6 flag (new field). Used to distinguish the HI message from
F-PMIPv6 defined in [RFC5949]. It should be set to 1 to indicate that this
packet is 0-PMIPv6 and carries LR information. Otherwise, it becomes an FPMIPv6 message

•

'R' flag: LRI flag (new field). It is set to 1 to indicate it contains relevant LRI
information. Otherwise, no LRI information is appended in this message.

•

Reserved: Same as defined in the HI message description above.

•

Code: Status code. In addition to what is defined in [RFC5949], the following
codes are used for LR purposes (which is different from [19] to avoid conflict
with the [RFC5949] codes):
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>

1: Success

> 2: Localized Routing Not Allowed
•

Lifetime: LR supported lifetime (new field). This is lifetime of the LR session
that is supported and it is usually copied from the HACK message.

•

Sequence #: Same as defined in the HI message description above.

•

Mobility Options: This field contains one or more mobility options, whose
encoding and formats are defined in [RFC3775]. A new combination of
options are added in 0-PMIPv6 as discussed below:
> In case of predictive mode, the encoding is defined in [RFC5949], in
addition to what was presented in the HI mobility options. Basically, in the
same options that were presented in the HI message in the case predictive
mode should exist in this message.
> In case of reactive mode, then all of the requested context and LR options
should be presented.

3.2.4

Localized Routing Request Option Message Format

This mobility option is used by the HI message in the case of the reactive mode to request
LR information for the MN that has just attached to the NMAG. Figure 3.3 shows the
Localized Routing Request mobility option header. This option header is a general
mobility option type that is defined in [RFC 3775] in which depending on the values used
will indicate what mobility option it is as each option has a different purpose. Using the
values below indicates that this mobility option is Localized Routing Request mobility
option.
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Figure 3.3: Handover Acknowledgment message format

Below is the description of the message fields:
•

Option Type: Set to 46. This is a new value introduced in the 0-PMIPv6 as it
is the next available number and it indicates this specific mobility option type.

•

Option Length: Set to 0 since there is no further data needed

•

Reserved: This field is unused and must be set to 0 by the sender and ignored
by the receiver.

3.3

0-PMIPv6 Operation in Various Network Topologies

The proposed protocol, 0-PMIPv6, work successfully in any single LMA PMIPv6
domain no matter how the topology is. However, depending on where the CN is, the
MAGs can be smart enough to determine what to put in the HI/HACK message for
maximum efficiency. There are generally three possible topologies in which the MN, CN
and the MAG can have different combinations:
•

Topology 1: MN is connected MAGI and CN is connected to MAG2 but MN
performs a handover to MAG3.

•

Topology 2: MN is connected to MAGI and performs a handover to MAG2
where CN is connected to.

•

Topology 3: MN and CN are connected to MAGI but MN is moving to MAG2.
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Each one of these different topologies is discussed in the following subsections for
clarity. Using the predictive mode or the reactive mode will yield the same benefits for
0-PMIPv6 as compared to F-PMIPv6 and PMIPv6. It should be noted that only the
predictive mode is considered here for simplicity and protocol illustration, however the
same theory can be applied for reactive mode. Detailed analysis of the reactive mode is
left out as a future work. In addition, smart MAGs are considered which means that they
have the capability of determining the remote MAG that the CN is attached to in case of
topology 2 and 3 as explained in the next subsections. This is to show the maximum
advantage of this protocol with minimum change to the original F-PMIPv6.
3.3.1

Topology One

The first topology that may be possible is shown in Figure 3.4. MN is attached to MAGI
and CN is attached MAG2. MN is willing to perform a handover to MAG3 as it is
moving toward MAG3. Therefore, MAGI, MAG2, and MAG3 can be referred to as
PMAG, CMAG and NMAG respectively. All of these MAGs are attached to the same
LMA in a single LMA domain. There is already a localized routing path established
between MN and CN in which the optimal path is between PMAG and CMAG. Once
MN is attached to the NMAG, the new localized routing optimal path is to be established
between NMAG and CMAG.

MN

Figure 3.4: Handover scenario for topology 1

CN
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The messages exchange of 0-PMIPv6 for performing handover and re-establishment of
the LR path between CN and MN is shown in Figure 3.5. When the link between the MN
and PMAG starts to go down due to degraded signal strength, PMAG sends a HI message
to NMAG informing it of MN handover. PMAG includes the LR information in the HI
message such CN ID, CN prefix and the CMAG address. When NMAG receives the HI
message, it firstly processes it according to the F-PMIPv6 specification (such as tunnel
establishment with PMAG for all MN data packets). Then, it checks for the 0-PMIPv6
flag and if it is set, it processes the HI packet as 0-PMIPv6 by creating an entry in its
internal LR table for MN with CMAG being the remote MAG of the data packets that are
destined to CN. NMAG sends back HACK message to PMAG to indicate the success of
the operation. In addition, it will exchange the LRI/LRA information with CMAG to
update the CN LR info in CMAG of NMAG being its peer LR node instead of PMAG.
The LRI/LRA communication of the [19] is used. Therefore, the new LR is established.
When MN is attached to NMAG, the NMAG sends the prefix information right away to
it. NMAG and LMA exchange the PBU/PBA messages as in PMIPv6. When MN sends a
data packet to CN on the new link, even before PBU/PBA is exchanged, then the packet
will go on the optimal path from NMAG to CMAG.
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MN

PMAG

NMAG

LMA

CMAG

Link going down
L2 trigger

Detached
Attached

Figure 3.5: Call flow for 0-PMIPv6 in topology 1

3.3.2

Topology Two

The second topology that may be possible is shown in Figure 3.6. MN is attached to
MAGI and CN is attached MAG2. MN is willing to perform a handover to MAG2 as it is
moving toward MAG2. Therefore, MAGI can be referred to as PMAG while MAG2 can
be referred to as NMAG (from MN perspective) or CMAG (from CN perspective). Both
MAGs are attached to the same LMA in a single LMA domain. There is already a
localized routing path established between MN and CN in which the optimal path is
between PMAG and CMAG. Once MN is attached to the NMAG, the new localized
routing optimal path is to be established locally at NMAG (or CMAG).
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MN

CN

Figure 3.6: Handover scenario for topology 2

The messages exchange of 0-PMIPv6 for performing handover and re-establishment of
the LR path.between CN and MN is shown in Figure 3.7. When the link between the MN
and PMAG starts to go down due to degraded signal strength, PMAG sends a HI message
to NMAG informing it of MN handover. PMAG includes the LR information in the HI
message such CN ID and CN prefix. It does not include the CMAG address in the HI
message as the CMAG is NMAG in this topology. When NMAG receives the HI
message, it firstly processes it according to the F-PMIPv6 specification (such as tunnel
establishment with PMAG for all MN data packets). Then, it checks for the 0-PMIPv6
flag and if it is set, it processes the HI packet as 0-PMIPv6 by creating an entry in its
internal LR table for MN with itself being the remote MAG of the data packets that are
destined to CN. Also, it will update the LR entry of CN as well. Therefore, NMAG will
just do local forwarding of packets between MN and CN. After that, NMAG sends back
HACK message to PMAG to indicate the success of the operation. When MN is attached
to NMAG, the NMAG sends the prefix information right away to it. NMAG and LMA
exchange the PBU/PBA messages as in PMIPv6. When MN sends a data packet to CN on
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the new link, even before PBU/PBA is exchanged, then the packet will be forwarded
locally to CN.

MN

PMAG

NMAG or CMAG

LMA

Link going dowtl

Detached
Attached

Figure 3.7: Call flow for 0-PMIPv6 in topology 2

3.3.3

Topology Three

The third topology that may be possible is shown in Figure 3.8. Both MN and CN are
attached to MAGI. MN is willing to perform a handover to MAG2 as it is moving toward
MAG2. Therefore, MAGI can be referred to as PMAG (from MN perspective) or CMAG
(from CN perspective) while MAG2 can be referred to as NMAG. Both MAGs are
attached to the same LMA in a single LMA domain. There is already a localized routing
path established between MN and CN in which data packets are forwarded locally
between them at PMAG (or CMAG). Once MN is attached to the NMAG, the new
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localized routing optimal path is to be established between NMAG and PMAG (or
CMAG).

CN

MN
jto.

Figure 3.8: Handover scenario for topology 3

The messages exchange of 0-PMIPv6 for performing handover and re-establishment of
the LR path between CN and MN is shown in Figure 3.9. When the link between the MN
and PMAG starts to go down due to degraded signal strength, PMAG sends a HI message
to NMAG informing it of MN handover. PMAG includes the LR information in the HI
message such CN ID and CN prefix. It does not include the CMAG address in the HI
message as the CMAG is PMAG in this topology and NMAG knows that CN is not
attached to it and must be attached to PMAG. When NMAG receives the HI message, it
firstly processes it according to the F-PMIPv6 specification (such as tunnel establishment
with PMAG for all MN data packets). Then, it checks for the 0-PMIPv6 flag and if it is
set, it processes HI packet as 0-PMIPv6 by creating an entry in its internal LR table for
MN with PMAG being the remote MAG of the data packets that are destined to CN.
After that, NMAG sends back HACK message to PMAG to indicate the success of the
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operation. PMAG also update the LR information of its CN in its internal tables. When
MN is attached to NMAG, the NMAG sends the prefix information right away to it.
NMAG and LMA exchange the PBU/PBA messages as in PMIPv6. When MN sends a
data packet to CN on the new link, even before PBU/PBA is exchanged, then the packet
will go on the optimal path from NMAG to PMAG (which happens to be the CMAG in
this topology).

MN

PMAG or CMAG

NMAG

LMA

Link going dow*

Figure 3.9: Call flow for 0-PMIPv6 in topology 3

In conclusion, it can be seen from the above three topologies that 0-PMIPv6 can work
with any combination of MAGs, MN and CN in a single-LMA domain and the LR
session will resume upon MN attachment to the NMAG as expected. Also, it is worth
mentioning that new modifications to the signaling messages do not make the operation
of MAG fail in case it does not support 0-PMIPv6 as the modifications to the HI and
HACK messages can be ignored. Therefore the messages can be treated as F-PMIPv6
message and the handover will continue as specified in the F-PMIPv6 protocol.
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Chapter 4

Mathematical Analysis
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 0-PMIPv6 solution, it is necessary
to perform a theoretical analysis on the common performance parameters for any
mobility management protocols. The parameters that are chosen for this analysis are LR
establishment latency, signaling cost, and network utilization. We compare 0-PMIPv6
with F-PMIPv6 and PMIPv6 since these are the most widely accepted NETLMM
protocols as evident by them being in an RFC state. Also, these protocols were
specifically chosen because 0-PMIPv6 is based on F-PMIPv6 which was introduced to
specifically reduce the handover delay and packet loss in the basic PMIPv6 domain. The
comparison is done when MN performs handover assuming that LR is enabled and there
is already an optimized path established prior to performing the handover.
In this chapter, we first propose a theoretical network model including its assumptions.
Then, we study the different scenarios of intra-domain handover of MN that can happen
when a single LMA exists and the rest of the MAGs are attached to it. These scenarios
are studied and compared with the above selected mobility management protocols. Next,
we also perform a detailed theoretical analysis on the different performance parameters
for the chosen mobility management protocols. Finally, we present the conclusion of our
theoretical analysis.
4.1

Network Model

In order to analyze the performance of the mobility protocols, we propose a single-LM A
PMIPv6 domain with a hexagonal model in which the network consists of N cells. Each
cell is covered by a MAG and one or more Access Point(s). We assume that the signal
strength is strong enough such that there is some overlap coverage at the edges of each
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cell, meaning that any MN at any location will always have a signal. MAGs and LMA are
connected through a number of hops. This model is depicted in Figure 4.1. For the
purpose of this chapter analysis, we assume that CN and MN are initially connected to
MAGI and MN is performing a handover to MAG2.

DMAG-LMA

denotes the number of

hops between LMA and MAG. The average number of hops between two MAGs is
referred to by DMAGs. It is typically assumed that the average number of hops between
two MAGs is less than the number of hops between LMA and MAG [8]. Due to the
nature of the hexagonal network, the number of hops between two MAGs, is equal to VJV
[9], [21], [31]. An MN is connected to MAG through an Access Point. It is assumed that
all the links between the major entities (MAG, LMA, and Access Point) are wired links
while the link between MN and Access Point is wireless.

CN

MN

Figure 4.1: Single LMA PMrPv6 domain for the mathematical analysis
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For the purpose of this model, the notations and their descriptions are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: System notations and their descriptions
System notation
T

Transmission delay between the MN and Access Point

MN-AP

T

Transmission delay between Access Point and MAG

AP-MAG

T
MAG-I.MA

T

Transmission delay between MAG and LMA
Transmission delay between any two MAGs

MAGs

T

Transmission delay between the MN and MAG

MN-MAG

Transmission delay of the data packet from source to destination

T[)ala

L /L
W

Description

117

Wired/wireless link delay

B IB ,

Bandwidth of wired/wireless link

wx

Average waiting time at node X

°X-y

The Number of hops between nodes X and Y

PSX

Packet size of packet that of type X

L
^•server

Ahosi

Q
Dvl

Session length
Arrival rate at any server (# of packets/second)
Send/receive rate at the host (# of packets/second)
Probability of wireless link failure
Number of wireless links in a connection path

To facilitate the behaviour of the model, the following assumptions are made:
•

Address

configuration

is

only

performed

using

stateless

address

autoconfiguration, and the time required to combine the network prefix from the
Router Advertisement message to its interface address is negligible.
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•

There is constant rate traffic between MN and CN. Prior to performing a
handover, we assume that an optimal path has been established between MN and
CN using LR procedure and all the packets are going through this optimized path.

•

The MN starts attaching its interface to the new Access Point as soon as its
previous communication signal strength is weakening. Therefore, we assume that
the latency until the Access Point knows about MN attachment is referred to as L2
handover latency.

•

For simplicity, Router Solicitation message is not considered here. Thus, only
Router Advertisement message can affect the movement detection of the MN.

•

LR is considered completed and packets are optimized when LRA is received
(acknowledgement).

•

Access Point is considered as a normal hop.

•

The processing latency of L2 event at NMAG is ignored for simplicity.

•

Each hop/router/entity is modeled as an M/M/l server with mean service time («)
equal to processing cost of the server and equal arrival rate of \server)- The system
follows a Poisson Process.

•

Waiting time of a packet in a system (server) is defined as queuing delay + service
time.

•

The link delay in both direction of any link is symmetric, i.e. T(X, Y) = T(Y,X)

•

It is assumed the MN is the sending node of the traffic and CN is the receiving
node of the traffic for this exercise.

For a system that follows a Poisson Process, the expected total waiting time (W) for a
packet in a system (queuing + service) is [26]:
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W =-~\

(4.1)

Where u is the service rate of the node (server) and Xserver is the arrival rate at the node
(server).
The delay experienced by a packet transmitted from source X to the queue of destination
Y is equal to the transmission delay and propagation delay at every link between X and Y
in addition to the waiting time of the packet at queue. The links can be wired and/or
wireless with a failure probability of q. From [16], the total transmission delay between
the source and destination, as expressed in Equation 4.2, is generalized to include the
delay at the end points.
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It should be noted that for entities with wired links only (such as MAGs, LMA/MAG,
etc.), the wireless part of the equation disappears and vice versa.
4.2

Total Local Routing and Handover Latency

The MN faces some downtime when it performs a handover to a new MAG because it is
unable to send or receive packets during that operation. For our analysis, we define total
localized routing handover latency as the time between the last optimized data packet
received by the CN prior to MN handover until the first optimized data packet is received
by CN after MN handover to the new network. An optimized packet is defined as any
packet sent by MN and received by its CN after the LR has been completely established
between MN and CN. In other words:
HO 2 =HO 1 +D LR

(4.3)
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Where HO 2 is the total LR handover latency, HO_l is the basic handover delay for MN
till it is capable of sending and receiving packets and DLR

is the delay for LR

establishment.
The MN starts attaching to the new Access Point (NMAG) prior to MN full detachment
from the PMAG. This is due to the assumption that there is some coverage overlap
between the MAGs which prevents MN from being totally disconnected. As a result, the
layer 2 delay (L2) is the delay between the moment that MN informs the access network
of its intention to attach to the new Access Point and the moment that the NMAG knows
about this new attachment. As the L2 delay is a common additive delay for all protocols,
we can safely ignore this value in our analysis since it does not affect the mathematical
comparison. However, it is shown in the equations for completion purposes. The
messaging flow for the PMIPv6, F-PMIPv6 and 0-PMIPv6 when MN performs handover
is shown in Figure 4.2. In the remaining of this section, the total LR handover latency
(HO_2) is computed as the sum of all the encountered delay during the whole process for
each protocol.
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Figure 4.2: Signaling flow for mobility protocols with LR
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4.2.1

PMIPv6 LR Handover Analysis

When MN performs a handover, re-establishes the LR session with its CN, and sends a
data packet on the optimal path to its CN, then the total latency for PMIPv6 is calculated
as the sum of the following operations latency according to Figure 4.2a as:
•

MN informing NMAG through Access Point of its attachment (L2 handover).

•

NMAG sending PBU to LMA.

•

Maximum of:
o NMAG receiving PBA from LMA, processing it and NMAG sending Router
Advertisement with the prefix to MN through Access Point.
o LMA sending LRI to NMAG/CMAG, processing it at the MAG, and receiving
LRA from NMAG/CMAG.

•

NMAG forwarding the first optimized data packet to CN on the optimal path.

Therefore, the total delay can be presented in Equation 4.4:
.

HO

2 = L2 + TMAGLMA + TLMA + MAX(TMAGLMA
2TMAG_LMA

4.2.2

+ TMAG + TMN__MAG,

(4.4)

+ TMAG) + Toata

F-PMIPv6 LR Handover Analysis

When MN performs a handover, re-establishes the LR session with its CN, and sends a
data packet on the optimal path to its CN, then the total latency for F-PMIPv6 is
calculated as the sum of the following operations latency according to Figure 4.2b as:
•

MN informing NMAG through Access Point of its attachment (L2 handover).

•

Maximum of:
o NMAG sending Router Advertisement with prefix to MN through Access Point.
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o NMAG sending PBU to LMA and MAX of:
• NMAG receiving PBA from LMA, processing it and NMAG sending Router
Advertisement with the prefix to MN through Access Point.
• LMA sending LRI to NMAG/CMAG, processing it at the MAG, and
receiving LRA from NMAG/CMAG.
•

NMAG forwarding the first optimized data packet to CN on the optimal path.

Therefore, the total delay can be presented in Equation 4.5:
HOJ2 =L2 + MAX (TMNMAG, TMAG_LMA + TLMA + MAX(TMAG_LMA +TMAG +
TMNMAG,

4.2.3

2TMAG_LMA + TMAG))

(4.5)

+ Toata

0-PMIPv6 LR Handover Analysis

When MN performs a handover, re-establishes the LR session with its CN, and sends a
data packet on the optimal path to its CN, then the total latency for 0-PMIPv6 is
calculated as the sum of the following operations latency according to Figure 4.2c as:
•

MN informing NMAG through Access Point of its attachment (L2 handover).

•

NMAG sending Router Advertisement with the prefix to MN through Access
Point.

•

NMAG forwarding the first optimized data packet to CN on the optimal path.

Therefore, the total delay can be presented in Equation 4.6:
HO 2 - L2 + TMN MAG + T^Data

(4.6)
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4.2.4

Summary

Table 4.2 shows a summary of the total LR handover delay for each of the protocols.
Table 4.2: The total LR handover delay for each protocol

Protocol

Total LR handover (HO 2) delay

PMIPv6

L 2 + TMAG_LMA + T L M A + M A X (TMAG_LMA +T.MAG + TMN_MAG> 2 T M A G LMA + T M A G )

F-PMIPv6

To a ta

L2 + MAX (TMNMAQ, TMAG_LMA + TLMA + MAX (TMAG_LMA +TMAG + TMNJVIAG> 2TMAQ_LMA

0-PMIPv6

4.3

+

+ TMAG)) + TData
L2 + T M N M A G + TData

Signaling Cost

Another performance parameter used when comparing mobility protocols is the signaling
cost analysis as it is considered as an important design consideration for any mobility
protocol. Signaling is usually referred to as the number of signaling messages used in a
protocol, irrespectively of the size of messages. The higher the cost is, the more
processing is required at the different mobility entities, and the more bandwidth is
required from the links.
For this analysis, only IP signaling cost is analyzed as L2 signaling is access technology
specific and is outside the scope of this analysis. In addition, it is worth noting that the
Router Advertisement message from MAG to MN is considered as one message and the
fact that Access Point sits in between and relays the message is ignored.
For the purpose of this analysis, we define two signaling parameters that will be added
together to give us the total signaling cost to compare the three protocols.
•

HO_signaling is the total number of signaling messages exchanged that are
related to handover,
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•

LR_signaling is the total number of signaling messages exchanged that are related
to localized routing,
Total Signaling = HO_signaling + LR_signaling

(4.7)

The total number of bytes used in the signaling is calculated as the sum of the control
message sizes. The control packet sizes for the different protocols have been estimated as
shown in Table 4.3. The size of packets varies depending on the mobility options used
however, we used the following estimation equation:
Control packet size = IPv6 header + Mobility header + Mobility option(s)

(4.8)

Where IPv6 header = 40 bytes, mobility header = 6 Bytes and the mobility option varies
according to the packet (here we used the minimum required).
Table 4.3: Control packet size

Control packet type
PS

Packet size
75 bytes

PBU

75 bytes

PS
PBA

57 bytes

PS
Hl-fpmip

57 bytes

PS
HACK-fpmip

71 bytes

PS
LRI

71 bytes

PS
LRA

71 bytes

PS
Hl-opimp

PS

71 bytes

HACK-opmip

Router Advertisement

80 Bytes (IPv6 header
+ RA packet size with
8 Bytes prefix option)
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In the remaining of this section, the total signaling cost is computed for each protocol as
the number of signaling packets and total size.
4.3.1

PMIPv6 Signaling Analysis

HO signaling consists of:
•

NMAG sending PBU to LMA

•

NMAG receiving PBA from LMA

•

NMAG sending Router Solicitation with the prefix to MN

HO signaling = 3 messages
LR signaling consists of:
•

LMA sending LRI message to NMAG

•

LMA sending LRI message to CMAG

•

NMAG sending LRA message to LMA

•

CMAG sending LRA message to LMA

LR signaling = 4 messages
Total signaling cost = 7 messages with a total size of 514 Bytes. The total size has been
calculated by summing up the sizes of the signaling packets. The individual packet size
can be obtained from Table 4.3.
4.3.2

F-PMIPv6 Signaling Analysis

HO signaling consists of:
•

PMAG sending HI to NMAG

•

NMAG sending HACK to PMAG

•

NMAG sending PBU to LMA

•

NMAG receiving PBA from LMA
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•

NMAG sending Router Solicitation with the prefix to MN

HO signaling = 5 messages
LRsignaling consists of:
•

LMA sending LRI message to NMAG

•

LMA sending LRI message to CMAG

•

NMAG sending LRA message to LMA

•

CMAG sending LRA message to LMA

LRsignaling = 4 messages
Total signaling cost = 9 messages with a total size of 628 Bytes. The total size has been
calculated by summing up the sizes of the signaling packets. The individual packet size
can be obtained from Table 4.3.
4.3.3

0-PMIPv6 Signaling Analysis

HO signaling consists of:
•

PMAG sending HI to NMAG

•

NMAG sending HACK to PMAG

•

NMAG sending PBU to LMA

•

NMAG receiving PBA from LMA

•

NMAG sending Router Solicitation with the prefix to MN

HO signaling — 5 messages
LR signaling = 0 messages
Total signaling cost = 5 messages with a total size of 372 Bytes. The total size has been
calculated by summing up the sizes of the signaling packets. The individual packet size
can be obtained from Table 4.3.
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4.3.4

Summary

Table 4.4 shows a summary of the total signaling cost (overhead) for each of the
protocols.
Table 4.4: Signaling overhead comparison

4.4

PMIPv6

F-PMIPv6

0-PMIPv6

HO signaling

3

5

5

LRsignaling

4

4

0

Totalsignaling

7

9

5

Signaling Overhead (bytes)

514

628

372

Network Utilization

In this network utilization analysis, we focus on the common network entity which is
usually the LMA as it is eventually the bottleneck in a single LMA domain. As LMA
utilization increases, data packets will experience longer waiting time and thus more
delay in addition to delay caused by signaling packets by other nodes.
When a localized routing is established, data packets go through optimal path which is
generally not through LMA. Even though packets might end up going through the LMA
if it happens to be on the optimal path, the LMA will simply act as a normal router in that
case and it only has to do a table lookup on the destination IP address and forward a
packet. On the other hand, when a packet goes through LMA without LMA being a
normal router (i.e. non-optimal path), then LMA has to do extra processing such as
encapsulation/decapsulation and performs some overheard operation to forward the
packet to its MAG as discussed in the PMIPv6 protocol.
Since the node utilization for all the mobility protocols after the localized routing is
established is the same, we only need to study the node utilization over a period that
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starts with the MN attachment to the new network and the maximum HO 2 we computed
previously, i.e., PMIPv6 H02.

After HO_2 seconds have passed, the node utilization

will go to normal levels where it is the same for all the protocols as the LR would have
been established by then. We call this duration a session length, L.
We consider the uplink traffic going from MN to CN for this analysis and we assume the
traffic is going at constant rate as mentioned above. For the purpose of LR, we assume
that LMA does not sit on the optimal path between CN and MN as this is generally the
case.
The utilization (p) of any node is generally defined as p = X I p. where X and p are
respectively the arrival rate and service rate of the node.
In order to compute the average arrival rate of packets at LMA, we need to find out the
fraction of data packets, sent by MN, that are actually processed by LMA. In other words,
the percentage of packets going through the non-optimal path needs to be calculated. This
is calculated as follows:
jy
non-optimal

non-optimal
j

(4.9

Where Lnon.optimai is the duration in which packets go through non-optimal path.
Any packets traversing the network from the start of the session before the localized
routing is established goes through non-optimal path, i.e. LMA. L is the session length we
are monitoring the node utilization over and it is equal to HOJ2 PMIPv6 in this analysis.
If all the data packets over duration L are going through LMA, then the LMA will have
an average utilization that can be donated by p„0de- Therefore, If we assume that over the
same period L only partial number of the total number of packets goes on the non-optimal
path through the LMA and the rest of the packets go on the optimal path. Then we can
calculate the average LMA utilization in that case to be:
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Pl.MA

=

"non-optimal

* Pnode

(4.10)

Below is the LMA utilization computed for each one of the protocols over L.
AAA

PMIPv6 LMA Utilization Analysis

All the data packets in PMIPv6 in any scenario go through non-optimal path. This is due
to the fact that LR establishment is completed at the end of the session. This is illustrated
below in Equation 4.10.
p

4.4.2

non-optimal
non-optimal

2,
— HO —^PMIPv6

(4 11)

-r

\

F-PMIPv6 LMA Utilization Analysis

A fraction of the data packets in F-PMIPv6 in any scenario go through non-optimal path
until the LR is established during the session. Therefore, any packets prior to
PMIPV6

HO_2F-

are taking non-optimal path. Then, packets start going through optimal path till the

end of the session. This is illustrated in Equation 4.11.

p

_
non-optimal

**U' _ l r-PMJPv6

L
HO 2 l--PMIPr(,
~ HO 2

( 4 - 12 )

By replacing Equation 4.4 and Equation 4.5 in the above equation we get:
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(4.13)
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'

J
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4.4.3 0-PMIPv6 LMA Utilization Analysis
All of the data packets in 0-PMIPv6 in any scenario go through optimal path from the
start of the session until the end of it. This is due to the fact the LR is established prior to
MN performing handover, i.e. attaching to the new network, and therefore from the start
of the session. As a result, Pnon-oPtimai= 0.
4.4.4

Summary

Table 4.5 shows a summary of the percentage of packets arriving at LMA for each of the
protocols.
Table 4.5: Percentage of packets arriving at LMA for each protocol

Protocol

Percentage of packets arriving at LMA for each protocol

PMlPv6

100 %

F-PMIPv6

0-PMIPv6

4.5

0%

Results and Discussion

Each one of the above discussed performance factors has been plotted to illustrate the
improvement gained by implementing 0-PMIPv6. Table 4.6 shows the system
parameters that have been used where some of the parameters are taken from other
literatures [14-15].
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Table 4.6: System parameters

System parameter

Value

L /L ,

2 ms/10 ms

It'

117

B /B
t1>

100 Mbps/11Mbps
U7

Hop processing cost

8

MAG processing cost

12

LMA processing cost

24

D

/D
MN MAG

D

1 Hop
CMAG-CN

/D

MAG-LMA

a= 10 hops
CMAG

VTV hops where N is 9 ~ 100 cells

D

4.5.1

LMA

MAG-CMAG

When fixed N = 30 cells

*-svrvL'r

10 ~ 100 pkts / sec, when fixed it is 50

A-hosl

2 - 3 0 pkts / sec, when fixed it is 5

Q

0.01

Total Local Routing and Handover Latency

The following two cases are used to evaluate the handover performance:
•

Scenario 1:

The handover performance is measured against wired link congestion (the core network).
The general congestion level of the network can be varied by changing the value of the
packet waiting delay at different network entities such as MAG and LMA. By increasing
the packets arrival rate at any network entity, the network congestion increases from the
point of view of queuing system. The results are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Network congestion vs. HO_2 delay

Scenario 2:
The handover performance is measured against different number of hops between the
major core network entities affecting handover. This is done by modifying the number of
hops between MAG and LMA while fixing the congestion level of the network. This is
shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Number of hops between MAG and LMA vs. HO_2 delay

We can see that 0-PMIPv6 outperforms both F-PMIPv6 and PMIPv6 in both cases when
it comes to the total localized routing handover latency. This is a huge advantage for OPMIPv6 due to the fact that the LR information was sent prior to performing the
handover. It can be seen that the network congestion and the number of hops between
MAG and LMA does not have a major impact on 0-PMIPv6, however the impact on
PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6 is much larger than 0-PMIPv6. This is due to the fact that all of
the 0-PMIPv6 packets follow the optimal path, between the two MAGs, therefore the
number of hops the between LMA and MAG is irrelevant. In the case of other protocols,
packets that go through non-optimal path have to go through the path between LMA and
MAG.
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4.5.2

Signaling Cost

To make signaling cost evaluation more meaningful, we evaluate the total signaling cost
in the network as a result of having multiple MNs performing a handover simultaneously
in which they all had a LR established prior to the handover.
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Figure 4.5: Number of nodes performing handovervs. signaling cost

Figure 4.5 shows the result of this evaluation. It can be seen that 0-PMIPv6 outperforms
F-PMIPv6 and PMIPv6 in terms of signaling cost. As the number of nodes (MN)
performing handovers increases, the performance gain becomes more apparent. This is
due to the fact that 0-PMIPv6 has the lowest number of signaling messages that are
required to perform handover and establish LR. This benefit is magnified as the number
of nodes increases as the number of signaling messages add up.
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4.5.3

Network Utilization

The following two cases are used to evaluate the LMA utilization. It should be noted that
a longer LMA processing time, as shown before, is used for the analysis, therefore low
number of nodes and small packet rate is sufficient. This is done for illustration purposes
as a proof of concept since it will be easier to show the graphs in the previous sections
with same values. Scaling all the above values accordingly to deployment values will
yield the same results below.
•

Scenario 1 :

There are multiple MNs performing handover simultaneously. We vary the number of
MNs performing handover simultaneously from 1 to 10 MNs. We assume that each MN
is receiving packets at the same constant rate from its CN. In addition, we assume that
LMA has already 20% steady utilization due to other factors such as packets from other
sources, processing, etc. The result of this scenario is depicted in Figure 4.6.
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•

Scenario 2 :

There is one MN performing a handover. We vary the MN receiving packets rate from 2
to 30 packets/second from its CN. As before, we assume that LMA has already some
steady utilization due to other factors. The result of this scenario is depicted in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Number of nodes performing handovervs. LMA utilization

It can be seen from Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 that LMA utilization in the case of OPMIPv6 is independent of the number of MN performing a handover and the CN packet
sending rate. In fact, the LMA utilization is not affected by MN performing handover.
This is again due to the fact that all the packets go through optimal path which does not
have LMA sitting on.
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However, in the case of F-PMIPv6 and PMIPv6, the LMA utilization increases as the
number of MN performing a handover or the CN's packet sending rate increases as
partial number of the total number of packets go through non-optimal path in which LMA
sits on, i.e. prior to the LR setup after the handover is completed.
4.6

Conclusion

As was proved by mathematical model, implementing 0-PMIPv6 gives the network
operator a huge improvement to multiple performance factors such as localized routing
handover delay, signaling cost, and LMA utilization. This is extremely crucial in real
network deployment in which MN is expected to be a fast moving node that has localized
routing established with its remote CN. In addition, 0-PMIPv6 exhibits the same benefits
of F-PMIPv6 over PMIPv6 in term of handover delay and packets loss rate since it is
based on F-PMIPv6. However, the additional benefits come by anticipating LR
reestablishment when the need of handover is initiated.
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Chapter 5

Simulation Results and Comparison
In order to further analyze 0-PMIPv6 and compare its performance to PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6, it is decided to simulate the three protocols and acquire the results in a similar
fashion as the mathematical model. The protocols have been simulated used Network
Simulator (NS2). NS2 is an event simulator targeting network research and has a support
for many protocols over the different network layers.
This chapter will start with a general network setup for our simulation that can be easily
modified for each test case. Then, the next sections will go into the details of tweaking
the network for different test cases for the purpose of simulating LR handover delay,
signalling cost, and LMA utilization. Each one of these sections will discuss the network
setup, test cases parameters and the results acquired with a brief discussion. Finally, a
conclusion is made to compare the mathematical results of chapter 4 with the simulation
results of this chapter.
5.1

Simulation Setup

NS2 with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NS2-NIST) mobility
extension [27, 28] and initial PMIPv6 implementation [29] have been used as a starting
point. The implementation used needed some modifications

to complete the

implementation of PMIPv6 such as multiple nodes handover at the same time as this case
was causing the original implementation to behave incorrectly by miss forwarding and
dropping packets. In addition, Localized Routing establishment has been added to the
implementation since it is an extra feature that was not found to be implemented and
available for the public use for NS2.29. After that, the two remaining protocols, namely
F-PMIPv6 with LR and 0-PMIPv6, have been implemented. All of the above protocols
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implementations have been successfully tested by tracing the data packets and their
timing to make sure that they are following the correct path from source to destination as
expected. This had to be verified before making any further performance measurements.
The topology shown in Figure 5.1 has been the default topology used for simulating the
above mobility protocols. Modifications to the topology have been done to accommodate
the testing of specific performance measurements as discussed in the following sections.

Figure 5.1: Default network topology used in the simulation

As can be seen in the figure above, MAGI and MAG2 are stationed 200 m apart. Each
MAG has 110m coverage therefore there is a bit of coverage overlap to allow for alltime coverage. The simulation starts with MN and CN connected to MAGI. At random
number of seconds, traffic starts going from MN to CN. MN moves at a steady speed of
20 m/s east towards the coverage of MAG2. This is enough time to allow MN to establish
LR with its CN prior to its handover as assumed in the mathematical section. When MN
reaches the full coverage of MAG2 and is totally disconnected from MAGI, it stays there
till the end of simulation. The simulation ends after 19 seconds from the start. It should
be noted that the results were taken from running the simulation five times for each test
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case where each simulation has packets generated at random type. The other values were
kept fixed as much as possible as stated in each respective section in order to have a fair
comparison with the mathematical model. The average value for each set of simulations
is taken. Confidence intervals for all the test cases were removed from this thesis because
they were calculated and found to be either zero for deterministic curves or very small for
curves that have some variation due to the effects of simulation random values. Also, it
should be kept in mind that a hop refers to a node sitting in between two network entities.
For example, if the number of hops between two MAGs is 5 hops (as shown in Figure
5.1), then there are 5 intermediate nodes that are sitting between two MAGs.
The wireless technology used is 802.11b and as a result, the L2 handover technology is
specific to NS2/NIST implementation of 802.11b which is outside the scope of this
research.
5.2

LR Handover Latency Simulation

As mentioned in the previous sections, the handover delay of MN with LR established is
the time elapsed from the timestamp that the last data packet received by CN on the
optimal path prior to MN handover till the first data packet received by CN after MN
handover. The fact that CN is able to receive the packet successfully on the optimal path
means that MN was able to send the packet successfully and therefore, MN handover was
completed. As discussed in the mathematical analysis in Chapter 4, the following two
cases have been tested.
5.2.1

Case 1: Wired Link Congestion

The handover performance is measured against wired link congestion level (the core
network). The congestion level is varied by inserting extra traffic for external nodes
(donated as sender and receiver in the figures) which go through the core nodes only. The
rate of the external traffic is mapped by changing the rate of the packets received by the
nodes, namely packet arrival rate. The external packet arrival rate is varied from 10 pkt/s
to 100 pkt/s where the network congestion increases accordingly. The number of hops
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between the MAGs is kept at 5 hops while the number of hops between any MAG and
LMA is kept at 10 hops. Also, the packet sending rate of MN is 5 pkt/s where each packet
has the size of 1000 bytes. The topology used is as shown in Figure 5.1
Mathematical Results

Simulation Results
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Figure 5.2: Network congestion vs. HO 2 delay

The result of this test case is illustrated on the right side of Figure 5.2. The left side of
Figure 5.2 shows the mathematical results for comparison purposes. As can be seen in the
simulation results, the handover delay with LR for both PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6 increases
as the congestion of the network increases. This is due to the fact that packets will start
taking the optimized path after the LR is established which happens following the
establishment of localized routing after the exchange of PBU/PBA. Therefore, the
exchange of these signaling packets take longer time as the congestion level increases. In
the case of O-PMIP, the handover is relatively lower as the localized routing is
established between the MAGs prior to performing the handover. Therefore, the delay
faced here is the sum of the L2 attachment delay of MN to MAG2 and the network
congestion. However, this is still significantly lower than PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6.
It can be seen that both F-PMIPv6 and PMIPv6 seems like they are converging around
each other in the simulation results which is an indication that their values are close. This
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is just due to the simulation environment where delays are random. However, the fact the
both F-PMIPv6 and PMIPv6 curves values are close to each other is expected as the two
curves overlap in the mathematical model. 0-PMIPv6 performs much better that both FPMIPv6 and PMIPv6 when increasing the network congestion as expected in the
mathematical model.
5.2.2

Case 2: Distance between MAG and LMA

The handover performance is measured against the number of hops between each MAG
and LMA. The number of hops is increasing by adding more nodes between MAG and
LMA that do basic routing/switching. The number of hops between MAG and LMA is
varied from 10 hops to 50 hops. The congestion level of the network is set by external
traffic sending at 50 pkt/s. The number of hops between the MAGs is kept at 5 hops.
Also, the packet sending rate of MN is kept at 5 pkt/s where each packet has the size of
1000 bytes. The topology used is as shown in Figure 5.3
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Mathematical Results

Simulation Results
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Figure 5.4: Number of hops between MAG and LMA vs. HO_2 delay

The result of this test case is illustrated on the right side of Figure 5.4. The left side of
Figure 5.4 shows the mathematical results for comparison purposes. As can be seen in the
simulation results, both PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6 handover delay with LR increases as the
number of hops between MAG and LMA increases. This is for the same reasons
discussed in the previous case. As the number of hops between the MAG and LMA
increases, the handover delay increases significantly because the exchange of PBU/PBA
and LRI/LRA takes longer to be exchanged between MAG and LMA. Also, it can be
seen that there is a sharp increase starting from when the number of hops is equal 20.
This is due to the increased possibility of having higher packet drop rate and
retransmissions when the number of hops starts to get big resulting in the increased delay.
In the case of O-PMIP, the handover is relatively lower and is constant. The reason is that
the LR is established prior to handover and the data packet going from MN to CN sits on
the optimal path which is not affected by the number of hops between MAG and LMA.
It can be seen in the simulation model that the PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6 curves don't
exactly overlap as shown in the mathematical model, however they are very close to each
other. This is just due to the simulation environment where delays are random. It can be
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noticed that the simulation model results match the mathematical model results in terms
of handover delay vs. the number of hops between MAG and LMA. In both models, OPMIPv6 handover delay is not affected by increasing the number of hops between MAG
and LMA and it is lower than both PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6.
5.3

Signaling Cost Simulation

The signaling cost was calculated by monitoring the number of signaling packets needed
to be exchanged for the purpose of handover of MN. Signaling cost measurement in this
exercise includes calculating the number of packets that was required to perform
handover and establish LR between MN and CN. The results acquired were focused on
the mobility management protocol related signaling, i.e. IP layer signaling. Therefore, the
signaling required to do L2 handover, which is 802.11 specific, is not considered as it is
outside the scope of this research and is common to all of the protocols.
5.3.1

Case 1: Number of MNs Performing a Handover
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Figure 5.5: Network topology with variable number of MNs performing handovers
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The signaling cost is measured against the number of nodes performing handover at the
same. The number of MNs performing handover is varied from 1 to 10 MNs in which all
the MNs are communicating with their corresponding CNs. As shown in Figure 4.5, all
the mobile nodes are attached originally to MAGI prior to handovers.
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Figure 5.6: Number of nodes performing handovers vs. signaling cost

The result of this test case is illustrated on the right side of Figure 5.6. The left side of
Figure 5.6 shows the mathematical results for comparison purposes. As can be seen in the
simulation results, F-PMIPv6 has the highest signaling cost as it involves the extra
signaling due to the exchange of HI/HACK packets. PMIPv6 has lower signaling cost
than F-PMIPv6 as it does not need to exchange the HI/HACK packets. However, OPMIPv6 is the lowest in terms of signaling cost, since it encapsulates the LRI/LRA
information in the HI/HACK packets which has the biggest saving. The signaling cost
increases overall when more MNs perform handovers because each MN performs its
handover individually.
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The simulation results match the mathematical results exactly in terms of values and
curve trend. The reason is that this is just a count of an expected number of packets where
there is no dependence on time, processing or randomness.
5.4

LMA Utilization Simulation

The LMA utilization during MN handover is measured by dividing the average data
packets arrival rate at LMA over the LMA average processing time. Portion of the data
packets sent by MN when it is attached to the new network follows the non-optimal path
(through LMA) until the handover and LR establishment is completed. We are
specifically interested in the LMA utilization over this period to analyze the influence of
different mobility protocols on LMA utilization in different cases. As discussed in the
mathematical analysis chapter, the following two cases have been tested.
5.4.1

Case 1: Number of MNs Performing Handover

The LMA utilization is measured against the number of MN performing handover at the
same time. The number of MN is varied from 1 to 10 MNs. Each MN is connected to a
different MAG (as well as their CNs) as shown in Figure 5.7. All the MAGs are
connected to the same LMA using the same number of hops. The introduction of new
MAGs is done to minimize the packets collision over the wireless medium that are sent
by MNs and to reduce any other L2 technology specific effect. In addition, since MAGs
are generally slower, we wanted to minimize the effect of this node being a bottleneck to
reduce the effect on the number of data packets forwarded to LMA and therefore its
utilization. The congestion level of the network is set by external traffic sending at 30
pkt/s. The number of hops between the MAGs is kept at 5 hops while the number of hops
between any MAG and LMA is kept at 10 hops. Also, the packet sending rate of MN is
kept at 5 pkt/s where each packet has the size of 1000 bytes. The LMA utilization is
assumed to start at 20% due to other processing that is not related to this test or any
mobility protocol, i.e. some of the external traffic is passing through LMA.
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Figure 5.8: Number of nodes performing handover vs. LMA utilization

The result of this test case is illustrated on the right side of Figure 5.8. The left side of
Figure 5.8 shows the mathematical results for comparison purposes. As can be seen in the
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simulation results, that in both PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6, LMA utilization is high and
increases dramatically given that number of MNs performing handover increases. This is
due to the fact that portion of the data packets after handover passes through LMA until
LR is established. It can be seen also that when the number of MN performing handovers
is 6 then we have a relatively high utilization. This is due to the fact that, it happened that
there was not a lot of dropped packets and few retransmissions which resulted in most of
the packets received by the LMA causing its high utilization. In case of 0-PMIPv6, it can
be seen that LMA utilization stays at the default value of 20% independently of the
number of nodes performing handover. This is due to the fact that LR is established prior
to handover, therefore all the packets sent by MN after being attached to the new MAG
are forwarded on the optimal path.
It is worth noting that one may see that PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6 curves don't overlap each
other exactly as expected in the mathematical. The reason is that in the case of FPMIPv6, packets sent from MN are forwarded immediately from MAG 1 to MAG 2 to go
on the non-optimal path to LMA. This process gives high probability of dropping packets
and more steady traffic received by the LMA resulting in the above utilization. While in
the case of PMIPv6, packets are buffered at MAGI until PBA is received, then all
packets are forwarded to LMA. This has less number of nodes to go through and high
arrival rate in small period of time at LMA. This is the reason why utilization is a bit
higher than F-PMIPv6. However, the 0-PMIPv6 curve in the simulation model matches
exactly the curve in the mathematical model and this is due to the reason that LMA
utilization is not affected for the reasons stated above. Generally, the curve trends in both
models are similar as well as the fact that 0-PMIPv6 performs better than F-PMIPv6 and
PMIPv6 in both models.
5.4.2

Case 2: Host Packet Sending Rate

The LMA utilization is measured against the host (MN) packet sending rate. The packet
sending rate is varied from 5 to 30 pkts/s. The congestion level of the network is set by
external traffic sending at 30 pkt/s. The size of any data packet is 1000 bytes. The number
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of hops between the MAGs is kept at 5 hops while the number of hops between any
MAG and LMA is kept at 10 hops. The LMA utilization is assumed to start at 20% due to
other processing that is not related to this test or any mobility protocol, i.e. some of the
external traffic is passing through LMA. The topology used is shown in Figure 5.1 at the
beginning of this chapter.
Simulation Results

Mathematical Results
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Figure 5.9: Host packet sending rate vs. LMA utilization

The result of this test case is on the right side of Figure 5.9. The left side of Figure 5.9
shows the mathematical results for comparison purposes. As can be seen in the
simulation results, for both PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6, the LMA utilization is high and
increases dramatically as the host packet sending rate increases. This is due to the fact
that portion of the data packets after handover passes through LMA until LR is
established and the higher the data packet rate is, the higher the portion of packets
received by LMA is and consequently, the higher the LMA utilization is. In case of OPMIPv6, it can be seen that LMA utilization stays at the default value of 20%
independently of the host packet sending rate. This is due to the fact that LR is
established prior to handover, therefore all the packets sent by MN after being attached to
the new MAG are forwarded on the optimal path.
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It can be noticed here also that PMIPv6 utilization is slightly higher than F-PMIPv6. This
is due to the same reason mentioned in the previous test case. It is worth noting that one
may see that PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6 curves don't overlap each other exactly as expected
in the mathematical but the 0-PMIPv6 curve in the simulation model matches exactly the
curve in the mathematical model. These are for the same reasons stated in the previous
test case. Generally, the curve trends in both models are similar as well as the fact that OPMIPv6 performs better than F-PMIPv6 and PMIPv6 in both models.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work
In the last chapter, an overview of the contributions of this thesis is presented. Then,
some limitations of the proposed protocol are discussed and finally, recommendations for
future work are made.
6.1
Overview of the Protocol and Main Contributions
The main objective of this research was to develop a NETLMM protocol that will fix
issues around LR handover management in the basic PMIPv6 domain.
In the case of PMIPv6, when an MN performs a handover from one Access Network to
another Access Network, then the MN will face some downtime in which no packets can
be sent or received. Moreover, the LR session between MN and its CN will be torn down
with this handover and will need to be re-established from the beginning after the
handover is completed. As a result, longer handover delay and packet loss, more
signaling, and a lot of data packets will go on the non-optimal path until the LR is reestablished again wiich will cause higher utilization of core network elements such as
LMA.
In the case of F-PMIPv6, the NMAG on the new Access Network will have the handover
information required for the MN prior to the exchange of messages between NMAG and
LMA. This will save some handover delay and also will establish a tunnel between
NMAG and PMAG allowing for packets to be sent and received by the MN during
handover and avoiding packet loss. However, the problem of delay LR session
established and increased signaling is still there as the LR session will be re-established
after MN handover is completed.
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In the case of 0-PMIPv6, the LR information is carried with the messages exchanged
between PMAG and NMAG allowing for the NMAG not only to reduce handover delay
of MN and minimize packet loss, but also to carry on the LR session. This will result in
less signaling when looking at MN and LR handover as a single handover procedure. In
addition, the delay till the LR is established is minimal which will cause all the data
packets to go on the optimal path saving the core network elements from excess
utilization.
In this research, 0-PMIPv6 has been developed details, and proved mathematically to be
superior as compared to PMIPv6 and F-PMIPv6 in the area of total handover delay,
signaling cost and LMA utilization. Finally, an extra piece of evidence has been added by
simulating 0-PMIPv6, along with the other mentioned mobility protocols, in the NS2
environment and was shown that it is still a better protocol to use over PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6.
6.2

Limitations

The proposed protocol works well and has a major improvement in multiple performance
factors such as LR handover delay, signaling and network utilization as proved
theoretically and practically. However this protocol poses some limitations as listed
below.
•

This protocol works in a single-LMA domain; however, multiple-LMA domain
handover might pose some problems. The reason is that in multiple-LMA domain,
the two MAGs involved in a handover may be associated with different LMA's.
As a result, security becomes a concern as information between the MAGs, such
as MN context, may need to be shared. In addition, the LMA may be under the
control of a different operator which can be another boundary for information
sharing.

•

Buffering is needed on MAGs. Therefore if the packet rate is very high then the
buffer may run out of room which will result in packet loss. In the case of O-
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PMIPv6 the use of buffer is minimum as LR session is established quickly so
packets can be sent/received directly from the remote MAG. However buffering
will be needed for a short period when the PMAG signal degrades and MN is
starting its attachment to the NMAG.
•

Inter-domain handover may be another limitation. The reason is that when MN
handover across different PMIPv6 domains, then different prefix may be assigned
to MN. In that case, the prefix that has been communicated between the MAGs
involved in the handover may no longer be valid and as a result the NMAG has to
wait for the PBU/PBA exchange with LMA before the new prefix is assigned to
the MN. In that case, the additional handover delay for accomplishing that will be
added to the total delay and this case will be similar to a regular PMIPv6
handover delay as there is a new address configuration and LR session will be
established after that.

6.3

Future Work

For future work, several recommendations can be followed to enhance this protocol and
make it more practical. Below is a list of recommended future work.
•

Analyze and modify 0-PMIPv6 to work when MN performs handover in a
multiple-LMA domain or across inter-PMIPv6. This is done by having an
improved mechanism for security association and for shared prefixes across
domain

•

Buffering can be split between the MAGs that are involved in 0-PMIPv6
operation by coming up with an algorithm that assigns the data packet to the right
MAG to be buffered in.

•

Improving performance by performing a bulk MN handover when multiple MNs
with LR sessions are performing handover simultaneously.
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•

Analyze and simulate 0-PMIPv6 in the case of reactive mode. Although, the
discussion is similar but it will be wise to implement it and test to see the
difference between the predictive and reactive modes in the case of 0-PMIPv6.

•

Performing scalability analysis and simulation on 0-PMIPv6 by increasing the
number of MNs performing handovers to be closer to deployment values. This is
to ensure that performance is still exhibited in large networks.

•

Studying whether security is an issue in 0-PMIPv6, in addition to implementing a
security scheme in 0-PMIPv6 network and investigating the impact of the
overhead introduced when security measures are added to the protocol.

•

Analyze and simulate 0-PMIPv6 when there are two performance factors
involved at the same time. Example of this can be having a background traffic, i.e.
network congestion, as the same time as multiple MNs performing a handover
from one MAG to another at the same time.
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